Learn to DIY a Fabric Face Mask

Disclaimer: This is not a medical-grade mask.
FACE MASK PATTERN
WITH POCKET FOR FILTER (2 of 3)

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together

SEAM ALLOWANCE

SEW TO HERE

ATTACH ELASTIC BAND HERE

EDGE AFTER FOLDING

PIN FOR PLEAT
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FACE MASK PATTERN
WITH POCKET FOR FILTER (3 of 3)

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together
DIY a face mask to wear or donate.

You’ll just need our free template, some fabric, a bit of elastic and some basic sewing know-how.

Design includes a pocket for a filter!

Note: We used ¼" elastic for our mask, but you could also use fabric ties, bias tape or elastic cording.

SUPPLIES:
• ¼ yd. fabric
• Elastic

 Stephens:

2. Fold fabric in half and sew in 3 inches on each side, leaving open space in middle for filter.

3. Bring seam to center.

4. Cut two 7" pieces of elastic. Place a piece of elastic between layers of fabric on each side of mask, pinning ends at corners.

5. Sew edges.

6. Turn piece right side out and press.

7. For pleats: Place pins, starting 1" from bottom on either side. Continue placing pins with the following spacing: 1", ½", 1", ½", 1". These pleats are important, because they help the mask expand completely to cover your nose and chin.

8. Fold pleats and match up pins.

9. Sew around piece, close to edge.